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a box full of encounters
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1410-1843: Seat of learning established
2005-2017: The role of email repository services evolved by using, adapting and
making the initial starting services. Digital repository and an E-Theses service are
closely integrated with a PURE CRIS.

2012 Shared and collaborative repository services are a reality.
We embrace our impact with key repository services:
• Journal hosting services
• Funder mandate compliance
• Open access advocacy
• Research support

We offer encounters with content:
• Eprints text-mined for language skills course
• Factual factual in external box
• Article appears in CRIS/Repository AND indexed journal
• Research Centre reports get more home
• Embodied repository data show immediate feedback

Personal encounters are frequent
• We make a one-off contact to Finance, and we share knowledge of OA funding
• We meet a Director of Research and discuss best practice for funder compliance
• We receive peer recommendation for journal hosting and a new student journal
• We offer an e-portrait on open access and see a PhD student understand author rights

University research is still at the centre of the institution. We contribute ideas
to a larger world and our services become a powerful tool for global impact.
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